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ankhon dekhi 2014 720p full hd movie free downloadraje bauji (sanjay mishra) is a man in his late
50s, living a dreary but eventful life in a small house in old delhi, where he lives with his extended

family. the movie starts with babuji narrating his dream where he sees himself flying like a bird free
from all the worldly affairs.a random incident is going to change his life in a dramatic way, though he
does not realise at the moment. baujis daughter has been seeing a boy of ill repute. when that fact is
revealed to the family, after much deliberation they decide to lock up the girl and go beat the willful
boy. ankhon dekhi 2014 720p full hd movie free downloadraje bauji (sanjay mishra) is a man in his

late 50s, living a dreary but eventful life in a small house in old delhi, where he lives with his
extended family. the film has been directed by rajat kapoor, who has made his feature directorial
debut with aankhon dekhi. the movie is a bollywood comedy-drama, with rajat working in his own
style with an ever-evolving plot. rajat kapoors aankhon dekhi focuses on an eccentric man, who
begins to change the way he sees the world. when a tragedy strikes the family he is visiting, he

decides to become a mystic instead of going to the hospital. thats when he comes across a book on
mysticism and decides to use the book to examine his own life. this leads to a series of adventures

for him and his eccentric family as they help him find answers to his questions, and he also begins to
understand his own thoughts better. rajat kapoors aankhon dekhi revolves around the lives of

people, who change their lives and situations after a tragedy, as the characters begin to question
their own abilities and intellect.
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baujis journey, on the other hand, is much more ambiguous. he starts off as a bitter old man, but he
is gradually transformed into a man who can see the world for what it is, and who can finally come to

terms with the reality that his beloveds have chosen to leave him. the film is beautifully shot by
prasad masurkar, who also worked on the recent blockbuster taare zameen par, in which a small

child learns about the world around him. he has an eye for a beautiful shot, and it would be great to
see more movies from his end of the spectrum. the film will be released on october 12th the title,
ankhon dekhi, means everything and nothing. it is fitting that the film is about two people who are
related to each other by nothing, and who live in a city where everything is related to them, if not
identical. in another film, mani kauls 1981 classic himmatwala, kalkattu kudumbam (the two titles
were used interchangeably at the time) or kudumbam nee venum (the literal meaning is: a home

amongst flowers), a woman comes to the city, and is shown how the city itself is really nothing. it is
shaped by man, and man is shaped by the city. in the case of kapoors film, the city is the city of

walled itself, where residents are enclosed by their own walls, and what goes on outside the city is
irrelevant. kapoors aankhon dekhi is a film about how a man's reality can be constructed by his own

mind. he can allow himself to be influenced by the outside world, but he also decides what he
believes. in this sense, he is the city itself. and so, the film is not just about a city but about people

and their dreams, their notions of belonging and of home. 5ec8ef588b
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